ABSTRACT. In this paper the concept of a ,-semilattice is introduced as a generalization to distributive *-lattice first introduced by Speed [i]. It is shown that almost all the results of Speed can be extended to a more eneral class of distributive -cmilattices. In pseudocomplemented semilattices and distri-
dis'tt@tive semiatce, Nal filter, Sectionally pseudocomplemented semilattice. 1980 MATHEATICS SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION CODES: 06 i. INTRODUCTION. Speed [i] has introduced the concept of a distributive *-lattice. In this paper we observe that the condition he has placed on a distributive lattice to become a distributive ,-lattice can be placed on any meet semilattice with 0 an@ accordingly in this paper we call such semilatticesas ,-semiltices (see definition I). It is shown that almost all the results of Speed can be extended to a more general class of distributive ,-semilattices. The concept of a filter in join semilattice and hence (dually) that of an ideal in a meet semilattice is due to Gr'tzer [2] . In pseudocomplemented semilattices and distributive semilattices the set of annihilators of an element is an ideal in the sense of Gtzer.
But it is not so in general and thus we are led to the definition of a weakly distributive semilattice. In 2 we prove as a corollary to theorem 4 that a modular @-semilattice is weakly distributive if and only if its dense filter is neutral. Further we show in Theorem 3 that the filter congruence induced by the dense filter on a modular ,-.qemilattice L is equal to the well known congruence R on L defined by R {(x.y) ( L x L (x)* (y)*}.
In 3 we study sectionally pseudocomplemented semilattices the concept of which is introduced in [3] and [4] . Actually (2) Q.E.D.
SECTIONALLY PSEUDOCOMPLEMENTED SEMILATTICES.
In this article a further study is made of the concept of a sectionally v Pseudocomplemented semilattice introduced by Katrink [3] and [4] . DEFINITION 8 (see [3] and [4] and (2) x -< y implies x'' _< y''.
PROOF. If S is a pseudecomplemented semilattice, then takin the pseudocomplement of x as x' it can be seen that (i) and (2) Now (x Ay')" _< X"A y' (by(2)). Hence x" Ay' x" SO that x <_ x" <_ y' and hence S is pseudocomplemented.
0 .E .D.
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